
From: <Bill_Passetti@doh.state.fl.us>
To: <VHC@nrc.gov>, <ljr2@nrc.gov>
Date: 3/18/03 2:30PM
Subject: RE: draft FL IMPEP report

Vivian and Lance - You did an excellent job on the draft report.  It was
very thorough and accurate.  Below are a few clarifications regarding the
report that we would like to make.  Thanks  Bill

Section 3.2, (page 5, middle of the first paragraph), the report makes the
statement -  "Furthermore, the Bureau conducts pre-licensing visits of
higher priority licenses."  While this statement is true it is not
completely accurate. We conduct pre-licensing visits on all new licenses
regardless of priority.  

We suggest this sentence be changed to "Furthermore, the Bureau conducts
pre-licensing visits on all new licenses."
------------------------------
Section 3.4, (page 8, middle of the fourth paragraph), the report makes the
statement "The Radioactive Materials Administrator performs a technical and
supervisory review on all licensing actions before each licensing action is
issued."  This statement is not accurate in that the Licensing Managers
perform this review of the licensing evaluators they supervise.  

We suggest this sentence be changed to "The Radioactive Materials
Administrator or a Radioactive Materials Licensing Manager performs a
technical and supervisory review on all licensing actions before each
licensing action is issued."
------------------------------

Appendix E, File number 12, comments are not completely accurate.

There was coordination in that the incident’s final report was placed in the
license file.
  
The reason that the licensee was not issued an NOV based on the FL02-167
event was lack of sufficient documentation for the violation to stand.  The
bureau did not dispatch an inspector to the landfill to verify that this
licensee was the one responsible.  We relied on statements from a third
party (BFI) who said that the alarm was from a compactor that came from the
licensee’s facility.  No one actually entered the compactor to discover the
source of alarm.  Without direct evidence or observation from bureau
personnel, the decision not to issue an NOV was made.  As mentioned earlier,
there was coordination because the incident’s final report was placed in the
license file that is available to the inspector for the next inspection.

We suggest that this comment be deleted.
---------------------------------



-----Original Message-----
From: Vivian Campbell [mailto:VHC@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2003 11:19 AM
To: Bill_Passetti@doh.state.fl.us
Subject: draft FL IMPEP report

Bill,

Attached is an advanced electronic copy of the draft IMPEP report.  A hard
copy will follow.  

If you have questions or need clarification on any of the information
contained in the report, please contact me at 817-860-8143.

Thank you, 
Vivian Campbell

CC: <Mike_Stephens@doh.state.fl.us>


